Haemodynamic responses to sensory stimulation are enhanced following acute cocaine administration.
Cocaine enhances neural activity in response to sensory stimulation, an effect that may play a role in the development of drug craving. However, cocaine-induced sensory enhancement may be difficult to study in humans using neuroimaging if the global increases in baseline haemodynamic parameters, which cocaine produces, interfere with the ability of enhanced sensory-related neural activity to lead to enhanced haemodynamic responses. To investigate the effect of cocaine-induced baseline haemodynamic changes on sensory-related haemodynamic (and electrophysiological) responses, field potential (FP) and haemodynamic responses (obtained using optical imaging spectroscopy and laser-Doppler flowmetry) in the barrel cortex of the anaesthetised rat were measured during mechanical whisker stimulation following cocaine (0.5 mg/kg) or saline administration. During cocaine infusion, the relationship between blood flow and volume transiently decoupled. Following this, cocaine caused large baseline increases in blood flow (133%) and volume (33%), which peaked after approximately 6 min and approached normal levels again after 25 min. During the peak baseline increases, FP responses to whisker stimulation were similar to saline whereas several haemodynamic response parameters were slightly reduced. After the peak, significant increases in FP responses were observed, accompanied by significantly enhanced haemodynamic responses, even though the haemodynamic baselines remained elevated. Hence, the haemodynamic response to sensory stimulation is transiently reduced in the presence of large increases in baseline but, after the baseline peak, enhanced neural responses are faithfully accompanied by enhanced haemodynamic responses. The findings suggest that any cocaine-induced enhancement of sensory-related neural activity in humans is likely to be detectable by neuroimaging.